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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of The Tiger.
Any readers who enjoyed the tennis displayed in the recent Wimbledon Championships may be
interested in the following piece from the archives of The Times, relating to a match played during
the Roehampton Tournament of April 1919:
Captain Hope Crisp, lost a leg in battle. He is determined to keep up
golf and lawn tennis and is playing in the Gentlemen’s Doubles and
Mixed Doubles. It was interesting to see how he managed. He is a
strong volleyer, and naturally half volleys many balls which a twolegged player would drive. The artificial limb is the right,
accordingly service is fairly easy. When there is no hurry, he walks,
with very fair speed, approaching a run. At other times he hops. His
cheerful temperament makes the game a real pleasure to himself and
others.
Six years earlier, Crisp had been a Wimbledon Champion, claiming the
first ever Mixed Doubles Title with his partner, Agnes Tuckey. This
victory was marred by an eye injury to one of their opponents, Ethel
Thomson Larcombe whose subsequent retirement conceded the match
Captain Hope Crisp
to Crisp and Tuckey. In 1914 the defending Champions would reach the semi-final stage before
being eliminated.
Pre-war, Crisp had been Captain of the Cambridge University tennis team between 1911 and 1913
and at the outbreak of War, joined the Honorable Artillery Company before being commissioned
into the 3rd Battalion of the Duke of Wellington’s (West Riding) Regiment. Attached to the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment, on 26th April 1915 he was badly wounded near Hill 60 and his right leg
and thigh being fractured so badly that the leg was subsequently amputated. In 1919, Hope
returned to play mixed doubles at Wimbledon, but despite his spirit and determination, he and his
party were eliminated after their first match. Hope may have considered himself fortunate to be
still alive: his brother Francis, a professional artist remembered on the War Memorial at the Royal
Academy, having fallen in action on 5th January 1915.
Crisp was not the only tennis player
“lost” to the War. In the 1910
Wimbledon Championships, the Men’s
Doubles All-Comers Final was contested
by the partnership of Kenneth and
Robert Powell (not related) who faced
Major Ritchie and Anthony Wilding. The
latter pair triumphed by three sets to love
to meet (and defeat) the defending
Champions in the Final Proper. Of the
four men who played that afternoon,
three would subsequently perish in the
Kenneth Powell
Robert Powell
conflict to come. Kenneth Powell was the first to fall whilst serving as a Private in the Honorable
Artillery Company on 18th February 1915. Powell had been a regular competitor at Wimbledon
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between 1905 and 1913, with his greatest successes coming in the Mixed Doubles competition
partnering Robert Powell, when they reached the semi-final stage in in 1909 and the Final, as noted
above, in 1910. Kenneth Powell had also competed in the 1908 London Olympics at both tennis
and as a hurdler, competing again in the latter event in Stockholm in 1912.
Robert Powell was also an Olympian, when he captained Canada’s tennis team in 1908. He also
represented Canada in the Davis Cup in both 1913 (the country’s best performance to date) and
1914. Described by one writer as “A sound
player, using a left arm and a resourceful brain to deceive his opponent, one of the best lobbers
I have ever known, an intrepid poacher and a fast sprinter”. Powell enlisted in the Canadian
Army in September 1914 and was serving as a Lieutenant in the 16 th (Manitoba) Regiment when
he was killed at the head of his men near Vimy Ridge on 28th April 1917.
Of the ill-fated trio, New Zealand born Anthony Wilding was by far
the most prominent player. A natural all-round sportsman, the
handsome, dashing Wilding amassed a total of 114 titles in a fifteen
year career beginning in 1900, including a record 23 titles in a single
season (1906). He won the Australasian Singles Title in 1906 & 1909
and, having gained the Wimbledon Singles Title in 1910, he defended
it successfully in the following three tournaments before losing the
1914 Final. He also won five Grand Slam Men’s Doubles Titles (four
at Wimbledon), was a member of four victorious Australasia Davis
Cup Teams and also won a bronze medal at the Stockholm Olympics
of 1912. To this day, Wilding remains the only New Zealander to hold
an Olympic Medal for Tennis.
Anthony Wilding
On the advice of Winston Churchill, Wilding joined the Royal Naval Division when War was
declared, but swiftly transferred to the Royal Naval Armoured Car Division, where he drove an
armour-plated Rolls Royce. Promoted to Captain, Wilding was killed during the Battle of Aubers
Ridge on 9th May 1915, when the dugout in which he was sheltering was destroyed by an enemy
shell.
Wilding, the Powells and seven other members of the All England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club
(whose 150 Anniversary later this year inspired this piece) are all commemorated on the Club War
Memorial. Other players to fall include the multi-talented Harold Bache, international footballer,
county cricketer and the first man ever to use a backhand stroke at Wimbledon. He perished near
Ypres in 1916. Australia lost two champions with the deaths of Ernest Parker and Arthur O’HaraWood, the latter a Major in the R.A.F. when he died of injuries caused in a mid-air collision in
October 1918.
Others, like Hope Crisp, were left with memories of the departed and thoughts of what might
have been. The ill-tempered Jack Hillyard achieved moderate success on the tennis circuit in the
1920’s and 30’s, constantly regretting the years his career lost to the War, which he spent as a Major
in the Royal Field Artillery. Tennis was in his genes: his father had won an Olympic Medal for
tennis in 1908 and his mother the Wimbledon Ladies Singles Title on six occasions. Pre-war, the
family home, “The Elms” in Thorpe Satchville, Leicestershire, had hosted many popular house
parties, attended by the major tennis champions of the day, including Anthony Wilding. For
Hillyard, as for many others, the shadows cast by the Great War were not easy to dispel . . .
D.S.H.
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PARISH NOTICES

FORTHCOMING BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire, LE18 2BA
7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. (Approx.)
30th July 2018
Guest Speaker: John Stanyard
Under Two Flags –
The Salvation Army in the Great War
At the outbreak of the First World War The Salvation Army’s
official policy was to refuse to pass judgment or make formal
comment of any kind on the warring parties. Their
contribution in that conflict was, however, substantial, as
explained by Retired Corps Sergeant Major John Stanyard
from Kettering Salvation Army Church.

27th August 2018
Guest Speakers: Adam Lowe
The Battle of Jutland
&
David Humberston
The Zeebrugge Raid
In a Naval “Double Bill”, Oakham Town Mayor Adam
Lowe (left) and David Humberston present their versions
of two of the major Naval actions of the Great War.

24th September 2018
Guest Speaker: Dr Jim Beach
British Intelligence
& The German Spring Offensives
A valued supporter of our Branch, Dr Jim Beach, Senior
Lecturer in 20th Century History at Northampton University,
makes a welcome return with his latest presentation regarding
Military Intelligence and the Great War.
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OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY . . .
The Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland present:

THE Little GREAT WAR
Saturday 4th August 2018
10 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.

For many the Great War was a daily grind of survival,
relieved by the little things: a letter from home or the
arrival of the rum ration. Come to our Open Day and
experience the food and drink of the war, listen to live
Great War music AND see the whole Little Great War
through local eyes – four years performed in under an
hour!
Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland,
Long Street, Wigston Magna.
LE18 2AH.
Ring 0116 2571080 or email recordoffice@leics.gov.uk for more details.

AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS
can be viewed on:
HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
Thursday, 6th September 2018
2.00 p.m. – 5.00 p.m.
Friday 7th September 2018
3.00 p.m. – 6.00 p.m.
Saturday, 8th September 2018
10.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.
Sunday, 9th September 2018
2.30 p.m. – 5.00 p.m.

at
The Chancel,
Rear of All Saints Church,
Highcross Street, Leicester

.
Further information is available from
Project Director, Denis Kenyon, who
can be contacted on
denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk
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“WE WILL REMEMBER THEM”
TH

8

OPEN DAY
SEPTEMBER 2018
ST MICHAEL
& ALL ANGELS CHURCH
828 MELTON ROAD
THURMASTON
LE4 8BE
10.30 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.

Thurmaston commemorates the centenary of the end of the Great War with displays
from the Thurmaston Heritage Group, the Royal British Legion, including a Wall of
Remembrance, and ourselves. Light refreshments will be available throughout the day.

YOUR BRANCH WILL BE
AMONGST THE ATTENDEES

YOUR
BRANCH
WILL BE
AMONGST
THE
ATTENDEES
10.00 a.m – 3.00 p.m.
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SAVE THE DATE
Friday 9th November 2018
LAUNCH OF NEW LOCAL
ACADEMIC RESEARCH ON
WORLD WAR ONE
TAKING PLACE AT:
THE VENUE
DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
20 WESTERN BOULEVARD
LEICESTER

LE2 7BU

FREE TO ATTEND

To register your interest now,
Please email:
centuryofstories@leics.gov.uk

Global War
Graves:
Challenging who
belongs in
Leicester’s
“local”
WWI Story

Hanna Smyth &
Enshia Lai

All change? . . or
maybe not!
Hallaton Village in
WWI

Denis Kenyon &
Max Bridgewater

Saving the nation
from starvation:
Leicestershire’s
Role

The developing
acknowledgement
of shellshock using
local soldiers
original medical
records

Changing
Leicestershire
War Memorials

“Let us offer higher
education as our
war memorial”

Professor John
Martin

Liz Blood

Why they
enlisted, served
and killed:
motivation of
Leicestershire
servicemen
during World War
One

Dr Tom Thorpe

Dr John Sutton

Dr Simon Dixon

The event will be opened by Professor Jackie Labbe from
DMU, hosted by Robin Jenkins, Senior Archivist for the
Record Office of Leicester, Leicestershire & Rutland, and
closed by Colonel Murray Colville, Vice Lord-Lieutenant of
Leicestershire. There will be a buffet lunch and the
opportunity to talk to the researchers, alongside stalls and
displays about the topics and WWI

OUR COVER PHOTOGRAPH
After the inauguration of the Menin Gate on 24th July 1927, local police commissioner Pierre
Vandenbraambussche decided to gather a group of like-minded friends to explore the possibility
of organizing a daily Last Post ceremony. The buglers were recruited from members of the Ypres
Fire Brigade, a tradition that continues to this day. The first Last Post took place on Monday, 2nd
July 1928 at 8.30 p.m., with the City Council and around 70 spectators in attendance. After a break
during the winter, the ceremony resumed on 1st May 1929 and has been performed on every
subsequent evening, with the exception of the German occupation during the Second World War.
To mark the occasion of the 90th anniversary of the Last Post Association, a special Last Post
ceremony took place on 5 July 2018 at 8.00 pm. During that Service, a wreath was laid in memory
of the Association’s founding father, who died in 1936 and is buried in Ypres Communal Cemetery.
A plaque upon his headstone commemorates his involvement in establishing this unique tribute
to our Great War fallen.
Our cover picture can be found on the Last Post Association website www.lastpost.be where more
news and photographs of the event can be viewed.
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AN ADDITIONAL DUTY . . .
by David Humberston
For Great Britain, financing the Great War was inevitably problematic. As David Lloyd George
would later write: The issue before the country was whether these huge sums required should be
raised entirely by loans and added in full to the National Debt or whether we should aim at
paying our way as far as possible by current taxation and thus reduce the debt burden to be
handed on to the next generation. His successor as Chancellor of the Exchequer in May 1915,
Reginald McKenna, had no doubts as to the correct course of action. In September that year he
produced a Budget that introduced what became known as the
“McKenna Duties”, in an attempt to raise revenue for the War
effort. One of these duties has left us with a little-known souvenir
of the Great War. . .

Reginald McKenna

Amongst the many Customs and Excise Duties increased (or in this
particular case doubled) was that on Medicine. Originally taxed since
1783, partly as an attempt to eradicate “quack” medicines and partly
to raise revenue, this Duty had been amended in later Acts but the
amount charged remained unaltered since 1812. Medicine duty was
collected in various values according to the price of the medicine,
with a long, thin “Duty label” being stuck over the bottle stopper
prior to its sale.

Under the new legislation, the 1½d duty for medicines up to 1 shilling was doubled to 3d, whilst
the 3d duty for medicines in the next price range up to 2s 6d was doubled to 6d. The collection of
this extra duty was quickly addressed, with the use of overprinted postage stamps on the existing
bottle labels deemed to be the easiest method of implementation. Consequently 1½d and 3d
stamps, overprinted “ADDITIONAL MEDICINE DUTY - NOT AVAILABLE FOR
POSTAGE” were produced for 20th October 1915, the day the new Duty commenced.

The Overprinted Postage stamps used to collect
“McKenna’s Duty” on Medicine. An example of a
bottle Label, with Stamp attached, is also shown.
With the standard Medicine Duty Labels with revised inscriptions issued towards the end of the
year, the use of the overprinted stamps ceased. Printed in quantities of 2 million (1½d stamp) and
1 million (3d stamp) respectively, the stamps are now regarded as collector’s items. The addition
of both values to my own collection was the catalyst for this article.
The increase in Duty, despite being seen as a temporary “War Measure”, was renewed in
subsequent Budgets until the abolition of all Medicine Duty under the terms of the Pharmacy &
Medicines Act 1941, which required full details of the medicinal contents to be disclosed on the
label of the bottle.
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GREEN PLAQUE AWARD NOMINEES
Reader Derek Seaton has reminded us that the latest nominees for the Leicestershire County
Council Green Plaques Awards have recently been announced. Of the thirteen nominees (one
being a joint nomination) three will be of particular interest to our readers, particularly as one
nomination was made by Derek himself:

JOHN CRIDLAN BARRETT V.C.

Having obtained a scholarship to study medicine, John Barrett was
commissioned into the Leicestershire Regiment in January 1916.
Based at Glen Parva Barracks, in July 1916, he joined the Regiment's
1/5th Battalion in France. Three weeks before the end of the Great
War, in a night attack on enemy positions, a number of men lost
direction owing to the darkness and smoke. Without hesitation, John
Barrett collected all available men and charged the nearest group of
machine guns. In spite of being wounded, he pressed on, gaining the
trench and attacking the garrison. He was again severely wounded,
but refused help and continued fighting. His gallantry was rewarded
with the Victoria Cross. (Nominated by Captain Robert Allen MBE
of Oakham)

ROBERT GEE V.C. M.C.

Born in 1876 and orphaned just before his ninth birthday, Robert Gee
was sent to the workhouse and later the Countesthorpe Cottage
Homes for orphaned children. He enlisted in the Royal Fusillers in
1893, serving in Gallipoli in 1915 and the Battle of the Somme in 1916,
where he was seriously wounded and for which he was awarded the
Military Cross. On 30 November 1917 in France, Captain Gee singlehandedly attacked a German machine gun post, killing eight of the
crew. He was wounded in the engagement, which was later described
as a 'magnificent exploit' and for which he was awarded the Victoria
Cross. (Nominated by Derek Seaton of Leicester)

ARTHUR NEWBERRY CHOYCE
Born in Hugglescote in 1893, Arthur showed a talent for poetry
from an early age. Lured by the forces, he joined the Leicestershire
Regiment in 1915, where he displayed considerable bravery in
leading his men into prominent battles. Despite his leadership
responsibilities, he wrote poetry in the trenches of France and
Flanders and his first book, 'Crimson Stains' was published in 1917
revealing the horrors he witnessed. Despite his literary success, he
continued to live the remainder of his days in the village he loved
and never really left. (Nominated by Michael Kendrick of Old
Woodhouse and Llynda Baugh of Thringstone.)
Readers can vote for up to six nominees on www.leics.gov.uk/greenplaques. The closing date for
votes is 30th July 2018.
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CENTENARY CALENDAR

AUGUST 1918
1st – Russia: North Russian Expeditionary
Force captures Archangel - there is a proEntente revolution there next day
2nd – France: Germans forced to abandon
Soissons and fall back to line of Rivers Aisne
and Vesle; Russia - Japanese government
decides to land troops at Vladivostock who
arrive on 11th. British troops have arrived on 3rd
3rd - English Channel: HMAT Warilda, carrying
wounded from Le Havre to Southampton, and
clearly marked as a hospital ship, sunk by U-boat
UC-49 – of 801 aboard, 123 souls lost
4th – Azerbaijan: British force arrives at Baku
5th – Britain: Air raid by five Zeppelins on
Midlands proves to be the last - L70 brought
down; Belgium/France: King George V visits
the Front
6th – France: Second Battle of the Marne ends in
disaster for German forces who’ve suffered
huge casualties including many of their elite
Stormtrooper Units. General Ferdinand Foch
declared Marshal of France; Russia: British
government issues statement to Russian people
that it has no intention of interfering with
Russian politics whilst her troops are on their
soil
8th – France: British, Empire and French forces
begin the Battle of Amiens and the Battle of
Montdidier (which the French capture on the
10th). General Ludendorff would later refer to
this as the "black day of the German Army";
Finland: British government issues statement
that it is not hostile to Finnish aspirations on
Murman Coast of Russia or in Karelia
11th - North Sea: Last German airship destroyed
in the war, L53, is brought down off Frisian
coast by Lt S D Culley flying Sopwith Camel
N6812
13th – Czechoslovakia: War declared on
Germany and British government formally
recognises them as an Allied nation
15th – France: With Allies advancing and
Germans being pressed back, the last long range
enemy gunfire falls on Paris

17th – France: Second Battle of Noyon begins as
French renew offensive
18th – France: British forces begin a successful
offensive operation on the Outtersteene Ridge.
Merville is recaptured the following day
21st – France: British forces launch fresh
offensive, first phase of which is Battle of Albert.
Ludendorff orders his forces to pull back to east
of Amiens
22nd – France: Albert re-captured by British
troops; Albania: Austrian forces begin counter
offensive against French and Italians, both of
whom had occupied areas of the country in 1916.
24th – Russia: Coup d'Etat at Vladivostock by
General Horvat and his supporters; Allied forces
defeat Bolsheviks at Dukhovskaya in eastern
Siberia
26th – France: British forces launch fresh
offensive: the Second Battles of Arras 1918, the
first phase being the Battle of the Scarpe;
Azerbaijan: British defence of Baku commences
as Turks attack; Albania: Austrian forces
recapture Berat
27th – Turkmenistan: British force occupies
Krasnovodsk on east coast of Caspian Sea
28th - North Sea: RAF’s first U-boat kill as Lt
Arthur Waring, 246 Squadron, flying a Blackburn
Kangaroo bomber, drops 520lb bomb on UC-70
off coast of Whitby
30th – France: Bailleul is recaptured as British
advance in French Flanders. USA’s 1st Army
moves into position around the St Mihiel salient,
south of Verdun along River Meuse, from where
they would advance in September
31st – Belgium: German forces evacuate from key
Mount Kemmel height; France: Battle of Mont
St Quentin begins, which sees Australian and NZ
troops take the heights around Peronne and the
town itself the following day. . British and
Empire forces begin the Second Battle of
Bapaume; Russia: Captain Francis Cromie, RN,
naval attaché to diplomatic staff of British
Embassy in Petrograd, murdered whilst
defending the Embassy premises.
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD

FOR CLUB & COUNTRY

Those of you unable to attend our last Branch Meeting will not have had opportunity to view
the new video recorded by the Woodland Trust in connection with their “For Club &
Country” initiative (in partnership with the National Football Museum). Any reader wishing
to see this most moving footage can do so via the Woodland Trust website:

www.forclubandcountry.org.uk/england

This website also contains a comprehensive Roll of Honour, which will also be of interest to
the football fans amongst us.

ROYAL ARMY VETERINARY CORPS
CENTENARY PARADE - 27th July 2018
The Royal Army Veterinary Corps (RAVC), was originally
known as the Army Veterinary Corps before receiving the
Royal Warrant on 27th November 1918.
As part of the Royal Army Veterinary Corps Centenary
celebrations, a parade will take place through Melton
Mowbray town centre on Friday 27th July 2018. There will be
a marching band, riders dress in Great War uniform and over
300 RAVC personnel and Association members taking part.
The parade will start at 11.00 am and all are invited to attend.
Our thanks go to Derek Simmonds,
County Town Representative for Melton Mowbray,
for making us aware of this event.
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ALSO SCHEDULED

TICKET PRICES & FURTHER INFORMATION AWAITED
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FURTHER PICKINGS FROM A WARTIME POSTBAG
by Roy-Anthony Birch
Given what I described in June 2018’s “TIGER” as “a truly voluminous wartime
correspondence”, I am indeed spoilt for choice in making a further selection of letters to Mr A.H.
Baddeley, Headmaster of Leicester’s Bridge Road Elementary School, sent from almost every
conceivable corner of the globe.
Something one soon learns, on delving into this correspondence via the columns of The Leicester
Daily Post, is to take nothing purely at face value and constantly to wonder what, if anything, has
succumbed to the rigours of the censor’s proverbial blue pencil. In short, one quickly develops an
ability to read between the lines. In many instances, of course, it may be that the censor has not
needed to erase material likely to undermine morale on the home front, simply because there was
none; the writers genuinely “bearing up well” – a common enough phrase, irrespective of the
often gruesome realities of wartime service. Only rarely, on the other hand, are we offered
anything approaching the unvarnished truth, with barely a hint of the fragility of front-line life, in
all its diversity. One rather striking allusion to this highly precarious “here one minute and gone
the next” existence, and not only for troops in the trenches, comes in a letter from an unnamed
correspondent, published on 21st August 1916: OUR RUN OF LUCK
Our Battalion has had wonderful luck of late although, at the present time, our fellows are
doing extremely dangerous work. I am not allowed to reveal its nature, but it is much more
risky than holding a trench. Time after time they have escaped death by inches. On one
occasion they were working with a London regiment when 11 men were killed, yet none of
ours were touched. Again, our chaps came off lucky while performing a certain duty. Several
of the others were pulped, but all of ours returned safely. Still another instance: our Battalion
was employed in sapping under the German lines. (This is, of course, dangerous work as well
as unpleasant, owing to the gases and cramped conditions). Well, our fellows were on the job
and it was not long before they became aware that Fritz was also on the job, and the work
developed into a race for life itself, as it were.
As you can imagine, it was very exacting work and every muscle was strained for us to
win. We got help from another regiment as it was thought, from the sounds, that Fritz was
gaining on us. He was too! For the next day, they blew up their sap and ours
also. Fortunately, we were just about six yards short of the blast, and only two of our men
were buried, and they were soon dug out quite unhurt. Had we been six yards further on, the
casualties would have been serious. So I could go on, relating incidents of our good luck
which I am pleased to say has followed us from when first we landed in France, and will, I
trust, remain with us to the end.

Graphic portrayals such as this, especially by 1916, were few and far between. Far more typical
are those deliberately sanitised, one feels, for domestic consumption; of what I call the “making
the best of it” type. And how indeed could anything more redolent of front-line hardships and
suffering be allowed to slip the censor’s net, given the paramount need to maintain the fighting
spirit? Yet something of what war was really like - its deprivations - even its degradations, was still
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discernable to those with an eye for a telling phrase. Another correspondent from 21st August,
for example, writing from the ubiquitous “somewhere in France” gave an account of his first
tour of duty in the line, saying; “there is, crowded in these few weeks, incidents, the
remembrance of which will last while life itself lasts”. Somewhat non-specific, I agree. But
later he writes “I must not forget the rats. They come out in full parade and sometimes in mass
formation”. Again, a typical touch of humour to mask something decidedly unpleasant.
For all that another of the August 1916 letters sounds a typically long-suffering note - “I am
having a fine time, and what does it matter if the weather is bad when you are used to it” etc.,
another line surely suggests a real cri de coeur: “Oh what joy a letter is out here. I really think it
is about the only joy we gets”. (Although one of several published in August 1916, this letter is
distinguished by a Post Script from Mr Baddeley himself, stating that “the writer of these extracts
fell gloriously in the advance on July 1st”, and that the letter “was written just before going
into action”. The Headmaster’s former pupil “had risen to the rank of Sergeant and his letters
were always full of cheery optimism”.
Detailed coverage of the 1916
Battle of the Somme, (or more
accurately, perhaps, “The Somme
Campaign”), is largely absent from
the local papers. References to
“The Attack”, “The Big Push”
and “The Charge”, however, are
likely to have left few if any to
doubt that something on a
Artillery shells arrive at British positions near
hitherto unimaginable scale was
The Somme by rail, Spring 1916
happening on the other side of
The Channel. Add to these reports of record numbers of arrivals at the Midland Railway Station,
destined for Leicester’s hospitals, plus the ever-lengthening casualty lists and Rolls of Honour, and
letters seeming to offer reassurance in these anxious times must have been especially welcome. I
offer two examples. In the first, from September 9th, an Old Bridge Roader testifies to what he
saw as the effectiveness of our artillery: “It was indeed powerful, and the captured prisoners all
speak of the terrible nature of it, one saying that we had never been so bombarded: we didn’t
know what it was”. In my second example, from September 15th, the writer offers an account of
his own heroics, under the heading:SOMME STORY
When we entered the village, I saw a splendid place with cover for my machine-gun. It was
an overturned wagon which had been struck by one of our own guns. I made my way to it
and got my gun into a good place and waited. Very soon I saw some of the enemy coming
up the village and I waited and had the satisfaction of accounting for a dozen of them. I had
often wondered how I should feel when face to face with the foe, but I was quite cool and had
a thrill of satisfaction.
I know it was my own fault that I got wounded. I came out with my machine-gun alright and
went back to my dug-out. I had been there for about 15 minutes when a tremendous lot of
whizz-bangs came over. I stuck it out for some time, but since my dug-out was nearly on top
of the parapet, I thought it was about time I found a better hole. I waited while our battery
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sent three or four over in succession, but another battery was firing too, and I was putting my
legs down when a shell burst nearby and I managed to get twelve pieces of Shrapnel in one
leg. After what I used to see and hear, daily, it is just a bit of heaven to be here in this lovely
hospital, and I find consolation in the fact that for every piece of Shrapnel, I had bagged a
Hun!

Thoughts of home from any number of wartime theatres are a regular feature of former scholar’s
letters, often, perhaps surprising, reflecting on similarities with the English countryside. We should
remember, however, that Bridge Road School, falling well within the City boundary by the late
20th century, was on the periphery of the Borough, as it was in the early 1900s, with maps of the
period showing rather more rural than urban areas; many within easy walking distance of the
School. Home thoughts from abroad along these lines, from August 1917, are not so surprising,
therefore, after all:REFRESHING FIELDS
The change from stretches of sand to the green of Palestine was much appreciated. It made
one think of the green fields of England as we passed a field of barley; quite an English picture,
and our horses seemed to enjoy the change as well. I little thought I should ever visit The
Holy Land and be in the place where so much Bible history took place. But war brings many
things to pass. We got in some good bathing, and taking it altogether, things are not so bad.

Again, a touch of the “making the best of it” attitude combined with a grounding in Scripture,
now placed in its rightful context much as the author of the final letter in my June 2018 selection
drew on his historical and archaeological knowledge while serving with the Eastern
Expedition. What moves me most, however, is the reference to horses, without whom neither
side would have been able to fight, let alone stand any chance of victory. While at Remembrance
Tide, not unnaturally, our thoughts are chiefly of the human sacrifice, we ought never to overlook
the commitment of those who also served, taking to the field with as much alacrity and courage as
any who rode or drove them.
We are unlikely ever to know the precise number of horses and mules etc. who supported even
the British, let alone other Allied armies, during the 1914-18 War. Some have suggested what
seems the conveniently rounded figure of “a million” on the British side alone, with a tally of
several hundred thousand horses, and a minimum of 600,000, likely to be no exaggeration. (The
figure for mules, donkeys and camels etc. is likely to be incalculable). Likewise, the number of
animals actually lost among the belligerents lies well beyond calculation, with so many from both
sides having foundered in the Flanders mud, for example, as well as on the battlefield. This extract
from a letter published on September 9th 1916 reminds us of the suffering amongst some that
survived: WITH THE WOUNDED HORSES
I am among the horses at a veterinary hospital. It is a very interesting and pathetic sight to
see the wounded and sick being brought in and attended to. Some horses are wearing splints
and bandages, and others are poulticed. It would surprise a lot of people to see the care and
attention given to the broken horses of the War. We had a visit from Lord Lonsdale recently,
and he was delighted at what he saw.

The Lord Lonsdale mentioned here is indeed the peer of the famous Lonsdale Belts of which there
were in fact five, introduced in 1909, with one for the Championship of each weight in the
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professional arena. Born in 1857 and becoming the 5th Earl of Lonsdale in 1882, His Lordship
had been a keen amateur boxer in his youth and was a perennial habitué of the turf; firstly as a
racehorse owner, winning the St. Leger in 1922 - a rare success, a stalwart of The Jockey Club, and
a Steward at Doncaster for almost 30 years. Hardly surprising then, to find him showing concern
for the welfare of horses during the War, learning of the injuries caused to the equine community,
not only by barbed wire and bullets but, just as horrifically, by the devilish caltrop. These were the
crude but effective metal devices, often literally scattered on the ground, any of whose four prongs
stood ready to penetrate the unwary soldier’s boot or tear a potentially life-threatening gash in the
tenderest flesh of a horse’s hoof.

Hugh Lowther,
5 Earl of Lonsdale
th

Earl Lonsdale inspecting the Lonsdale Battalion
(11th Battalion, Border Regiment)

Aged 57 at the outbreak of hostilities, one of Lord Lonsdale’s notable contributions was the
raising of the 11th (“Pals”) Bn. Border Regiment (Lonsdale), drawing recruits primarily from the
vicinity of Lowther Castle, his ancestral home in the old county of Westmorland. Training of the
battalion was entrusted to Lieutenant-Colonel Percy Wilfrid Machell, a fellow racehorsing
enthusiast and brother-in-law of Major-General Lord Edward Gleichen, G.O.C. of 37th Division
during much of the 1916 Battle of The Somme. While Lord Edward duly returned from The
Western Front, Colonel Machell was killed, aged 54, leading “The Lonsdale” in an attack on the
Leipzig Salient on the opening day of that same battle.
Although Lord Lonsdale undoubtedly enjoyed a quite lavish
lifestyle, wartime charities were by no means neglected. In
June 1916, for example, he contributed handsomely to the
costs of The Richmond Horse Show in London; a
prestigious fund-raiser for Queen Mary’s Star and Garter
Homes for paralysed and severely disabled servicemen. The
Blue Cross Society for the welfare of horses was also a
regular beneficiary. Neither should his lifelong links to the
fox-hunting fraternity of Leicestershire and Rutland etc. be
forgotten. He was Master of The Quorn from 1893-98 and
later, of The Cottesmore and The Pytchley. His Lordship
died at his home, Barleythorpe Hall near Oakham, in 1944,
aged 87. His funeral in Westmorland on April 18th was
deliberately timed to coincide with a memorial service in
Langham Parish Church in Rutland on the same day.
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Hugh Lowther, 1930
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We thank once again those readers who
contacted us following the production of
previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments
are valued and welcomed and we are always
open to suggestions as to what you, our
readers, would like to see included/excluded.
All articles reproduced in this newsletter are
accepted in good faith and every effort is
always made to ensure accuracy of the
information given. It should be noted however
that the opinions expressed by the
contributors are not necessarily those of the
Editor, her associates or the Western Front
Association. The Editor reserves the right to
amend, condense or edit any article submitted
although the full version will be available, via
e-mail, upon request.

Anyone wishing to submit material is
more than welcome to contact us by
e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk

Jonathan Capewell - Coalville
Greg Drozdz B.E.M. - Hinckley

The deadline date to ensure inclusion
in your next edition of The Tiger is:

David & Dr. Karen Ette Loughborough

Friday 17th August 2018

Derek Simmonds - Melton Mowbray

“We very much value your
continued support”

Our Branch Website Address is:
www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE
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